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Although it is related to this person!

But I didn’t expect it to be him!

Fire Cloud Cthulhu!

“Huoyun Cthulhu deity? How could it be possible!”

Levi and Commoner Kill God in unison!

Levi was framed by them and misunderstood as the descendant of the Heretic
God, that is, the disciple of the Huoyun Heretic God.

However, after a long time, the person who imitated Levi was Huo Yun Cthulhu
himself.

How does this make Levi believe?

Commoner will not believe in killing gods either!

“But this person is the Fire Cloud Evil God, we really didn’t deceive you!”

The Watanabe clan were anxious.

“What is his reason for doing this? What good is it for him to make everyone
misunderstand that I am his apprentice?”

Levi said.



“We don’t know this, he took the initiative to help us anyway!”

Several people said.

Levi felt more and more puzzled.

If Huoyun Cthulhu wants to destroy the Morendam martial arts realm, or has any
hatred with anyone, he can do it directly!

His strength is so strong, he once ranked first in the sky!

There are seven evil gods and other evil god forces.

As long as he raises his arms, thousands of strong will follow.

What do you want to do.

But why did he do this?

Want to provoke a dispute between the two sides?

Want Levi to collide with the Morendam martial arts world?

Among other things, they are the seven evil gods, but they were all his followers.

He did this, the seven evil gods might all die.

So what is he doing all this?

He wants to design to kill his former subordinates?

As far as Levi knew, the evil sword god and the others respected the evil god
Huoyun very much.

There is absolutely no hatred.



There must be a problem!

Is there a great god like Huoyun Cthulhu that would obey the orders of the Black
Sun Organization?

To blame him?

Something is wrong!

It’s so wrong!

“How did you get in touch with the evil god Huoyun?”

Levi asked.

Watanabe Wuzhong shook his head: “We didn’t find him, he contacted us!”

“No, no, everything is wrong! You didn’t tell the truth, right?”

Levi looked at several people from Watanabe’s clan and said coldly.

Several people were immediately panicked by the look in Levi’s eyes.

“Huoyun Cthulhu has a figure! But he is actually the founder of the Black Sun
Organization, right?”

The language is not surprising and endless.

Levi said this.

The faces of several members of the Watanabe clan changed immediately.

Looking at Levi incredulously.

“You… how did you know?”



Watanabe asked no one.

Levi smiled and said, “Let’s just take a little bit! The Liusheng clan! They are such
a proud race, and there are three super powers in the clan! They now disdain to
join forces with you, so why did they join the Black Sun organization at that time?
They must have disdain to join! Unless…”

“Unless someone can stop them and force them to join forcibly! This person
won’t be from the East Island, so it can only be the Fire Cloud Cthulhu!”

Coupled with being able to blame himself, Levi can basically affirm that Huoyun
Cthulhu is the boss of Black Sun.

Everyone in the Watanabe clan looked at each other and nodded: “Hey, that’s
right! The Fire Cloud Cthulhu is the leader of the Black Sun! Only with such a
strength can so many forces gather together! Only the Yanagyu clan can be such
an arrogant fellow. conquer!”

“In the beginning, he sent someone to imitate you! He manipulated everything
behind his back!”

…

Levi thought of encountering someone who imitated himself in Tiandang
Mountain.

But it doesn’t seem to be the Huoyun Evil God, it is probably the new apprentice
of Huoyun Evil God.

“Think about it now, it should be that Fire Cloud Cthulhu is gone, so the Liu
Sheng clan is so arrogant, won’t you join forces?”

Levi asked.

“Yes! That’s it!”



Everyone nodded.

Levi continued to ask, “Then where is Huoyun Cthulhu now?”
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“Later he disappeared! Since Richard worked with us, he has disappeared! Now
even Richard doesn’t know that the head of the Black Sun is Fire Cloud Cthulhu!”

“Since then, the Evil God Huoyun and his people have never appeared again!”

The Watanabe clan is telling the truth.

Now Levi could see that they were not lying.

I really didn’t expect a Fire Cloud Cthulhu to be involved!

But the Huoyun Cthulhu is a future thing.

Now the Black Sun organization is over!

“Lord Garrison, you said earlier, as long as we say everything, we won’t kill us,
right?”

Several members of the Watanabe clan were nervous to death.

I was afraid that Levi would kill them.

Levi smiled and said, “Of course not! I, Levi, said nothing, saying that to spare
your life is to spare your life!”

Saying that Levi turned and left.

Everyone in the Watanabe clan showed excitement.

They can live!



Levi did abide by the letter promise!

Levi left, and when he passed by the Common Killer God, he said, “Lao Logan,
leave it to you!”

Immediately, Common Killer showed a bloodthirsty smile.

Several people walked slowly towards the Watanabe clan.

Killing intent!

Everyone felt a strong killing intent from the Common Killing God!

They realized that Commoner was going to kill them.

“No, what are you going to do?”

“Yeah, Lord Garrison has let us go. He said that he will keep his promise and
spare us!”

“Do you want Lord Garrison to break his promise!”

…

Several people were in a hurry and immediately accused Commoner of killing
God.

“Mr. Garrison just said that he was right to spare you, but I won’t!”

“He is him, I am me! I won’t let you go, I want to kill you!”

The Common Killer looked at the Watanabe clan like an idiot.

At this time, everyone realized that there was something wrong with the problem.

Levi is playing tricks?



wrong!

Did he spare everyone’s life?

But I neglected the guy who killed the God of Commoner!

What the key people said is reasonable, and there is no way to refute it.

understood.

This is Levi’s strategy!

He had already thought about it!

“This, this…wait, wait…puff……puff……”

Several blood arrows shot soaring, and several members of the Watanabe clan
fell in a pool of blood.

“Okay, let’s go to hell!”

…

After the Common Killer finished all this, he immediately followed.

Since then, the Black Sun organization has all been destroyed!

Of course, except for the great god Huoyun Cthulhu!

But this matter is currently only known to Levi and Common Killer.

No one else knows.

In everyone’s opinion, it was indeed the black sun that was wiped out.



Even the power of the Lab of the Gods on the East Island was destroyed in one
fell swoop.

Soon news spread all over the East Island, spread all over the world!

First: the destruction of the Liusheng clan, the destruction of Liusheng Jianying
and Liusheng the most powerful one!

Second: The black sun organization united by the Watanabe clan and the five
ancient martial arts families of the Toshima was destroyed.

Third: Commoner kills the gods and retreats.

Commoner killed the god East Island, shocking the world!

In the past, Levi smashed the war eagle with a North Ming sword to despair, and
now there is the common killer who has swept the East Island with great combat
power!

These two great summer legends are famous in the world!

“Horror! Really scary!”

“It seems that after the battle with Levi, the strength of Common Killer God
skyrocketed!”

“Now he is no worse than Levi, right? No, even I feel stronger!”

“God is fair! Just took a Levi away, and immediately returned a commoner to kill
God! My Morendam is really amazing!”

…

With such a terrifying combat power, the people of Morendam are the most
excited.



The new god has appeared!

The Common Killer reaches the top with top combat power!

“Have you seen Levi? The Common Killer can already take over your burden,
don’t worry, go!”

“Have you seen it? You can rest in peace!”
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Chapter 1997
Although it is related to this person!

But I didn’t expect it to be him!

Fire Cloud Cthulhu!

“Huoyun Cthulhu deity? How could it be possible!”

Levi and Commoner Kill God in unison!

Levi was framed by them and misunderstood as the descendant of the Heretic God, that is, the
disciple of the Huoyun Heretic God.

However, after a long time, the person who imitated Levi was Huo Yun Cthulhu himself.

How does this make Levi believe?

Commoner will not believe in killing gods either!

“But this person is the Fire Cloud Evil God, we really didn’t deceive you!”

The Watanabe clan were anxious.

“What is his reason for doing this? What good is it for him to make everyone misunderstand that
I am his apprentice?”



Levi said.

“We don’t know this, he took the initiative to help us anyway!”

Several people said.

Levi felt more and more puzzled.

If Huoyun Cthulhu wants to destroy the Morendam martial arts realm, or has any hatred with
anyone, he can do it directly!

His strength is so strong, he once ranked first in the sky!

There are seven evil gods and other evil god forces.

As long as he raises his arms, thousands of strong will follow.

What do you want to do.

But why did he do this?

Want to provoke a dispute between the two sides?

Want Levi to collide with the Morendam martial arts world?

Among other things, they are the seven evil gods, but they were all his followers.

He did this, the seven evil gods might all die.

So what is he doing all this?

He wants to design to kill his former subordinates?

As far as Levi knew, the evil sword god and the others respected the evil god Huoyun very
much.

There is absolutely no hatred.

There must be a problem!

Is there a great god like Huoyun Cthulhu that would obey the orders of the Black Sun
Organization?



To blame him?

Something is wrong!

It’s so wrong!

“How did you get in touch with the evil god Huoyun?”

Levi asked.

Watanabe Wuzhong shook his head: “We didn’t find him, he contacted us!”

“No, no, everything is wrong! You didn’t tell the truth, right?”

Levi looked at several people from Watanabe’s clan and said coldly.

Several people were immediately panicked by the look in Levi’s eyes.

“Huoyun Cthulhu has a figure! But he is actually the founder of the Black Sun Organization,
right?”

The language is not surprising and endless.

Levi said this.

The faces of several members of the Watanabe clan changed immediately.

Looking at Levi incredulously.

“You… how did you know?”

Watanabe asked no one.

Levi smiled and said, “Let’s just take a little bit! The Liusheng clan! They are such a proud race,
and there are three super powers in the clan! They now disdain to join forces with you, so why
did they join the Black Sun organization at that time? They must have disdain to join! Unless…”

“Unless someone can stop them and force them to join forcibly! This person won’t be from the
East Island, so it can only be the Fire Cloud Cthulhu!”

Coupled with being able to blame himself, Levi can basically affirm that Huoyun Cthulhu is the
boss of Black Sun.



Everyone in the Watanabe clan looked at each other and nodded: “Hey, that’s right! The Fire
Cloud Cthulhu is the leader of the Black Sun! Only with such a strength can so many forces
gather together! Only the Yanagyu clan can be such an arrogant fellow. conquer!”

“In the beginning, he sent someone to imitate you! He manipulated everything behind his back!”

…

Levi thought of encountering someone who imitated himself in Tiandang Mountain.

But it doesn’t seem to be the Huoyun Evil God, it is probably the new apprentice of Huoyun Evil
God.

“Think about it now, it should be that Fire Cloud Cthulhu is gone, so the Liu Sheng clan is so
arrogant, won’t you join forces?”

Levi asked.

“Yes! That’s it!”

Everyone nodded.

Levi continued to ask, “Then where is Huoyun Cthulhu now?”

Chapter 1998
“Later he disappeared! Since Richard worked with us, he has disappeared! Now even Richard
doesn’t know that the head of the Black Sun is Fire Cloud Cthulhu!”

“Since then, the Evil God Huoyun and his people have never appeared again!”

The Watanabe clan is telling the truth.

Now Levi could see that they were not lying.

I really didn’t expect a Fire Cloud Cthulhu to be involved!

But the Huoyun Cthulhu is a future thing.

Now the Black Sun organization is over!

“Lord Garrison, you said earlier, as long as we say everything, we won’t kill us, right?”

Several members of the Watanabe clan were nervous to death.



I was afraid that Levi would kill them.

Levi smiled and said, “Of course not! I, Levi, said nothing, saying that to spare your life is to
spare your life!”

Saying that Levi turned and left.

Everyone in the Watanabe clan showed excitement.

They can live!

Levi did abide by the letter promise!

Levi left, and when he passed by the Common Killer God, he said, “Lao Logan, leave it to you!”

Immediately, Common Killer showed a bloodthirsty smile.

Several people walked slowly towards the Watanabe clan.

Killing intent!

Everyone felt a strong killing intent from the Common Killing God!

They realized that Commoner was going to kill them.

“No, what are you going to do?”

“Yeah, Lord Garrison has let us go. He said that he will keep his promise and spare us!”

“Do you want Lord Garrison to break his promise!”

…

Several people were in a hurry and immediately accused Commoner of killing God.

“Mr. Garrison just said that he was right to spare you, but I won’t!”

“He is him, I am me! I won’t let you go, I want to kill you!”

The Common Killer looked at the Watanabe clan like an idiot.

At this time, everyone realized that there was something wrong with the problem.

Levi is playing tricks?



wrong!

Did he spare everyone’s life?

But I neglected the guy who killed the God of Commoner!

What the key people said is reasonable, and there is no way to refute it.

understood.

This is Levi’s strategy!

He had already thought about it!

“This, this…wait, wait…puff……puff……”

Several blood arrows shot soaring, and several members of the Watanabe clan fell in a pool of
blood.

“Okay, let’s go to hell!”

…

After the Common Killer finished all this, he immediately followed.

Since then, the Black Sun organization has all been destroyed!

Of course, except for the great god Huoyun Cthulhu!

But this matter is currently only known to Levi and Common Killer.

No one else knows.

In everyone’s opinion, it was indeed the black sun that was wiped out.

Even the power of the Lab of the Gods on the East Island was destroyed in one fell swoop.

Soon news spread all over the East Island, spread all over the world!

First: the destruction of the Liusheng clan, the destruction of Liusheng Jianying and Liusheng
the most powerful one!



Second: The black sun organization united by the Watanabe clan and the five ancient martial
arts families of the Toshima was destroyed.

Third: Commoner kills the gods and retreats.

Commoner killed the god East Island, shocking the world!

In the past, Levi smashed the war eagle with a North Ming sword to despair, and now there is
the common killer who has swept the East Island with great combat power!

These two great summer legends are famous in the world!

“Horror! Really scary!”

“It seems that after the battle with Levi, the strength of Common Killer God skyrocketed!”

“Now he is no worse than Levi, right? No, even I feel stronger!”

“God is fair! Just took a Levi away, and immediately returned a commoner to kill God! My
Morendam is really amazing!”

…

With such a terrifying combat power, the people of Morendam are the most excited.

The new god has appeared!

The Common Killer reaches the top with top combat power!

“Have you seen Levi? The Common Killer can already take over your burden, don’t worry, go!”

“Have you seen it? You can rest in peace!”
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Many people in Morendam began to worship “Dead Levi” and called him to rest
in peace.



Together with the seven evil gods, they all came to Levi’s graveyard and shouted:
“Lord, someone has already reported your grudge against you!”

“But we know that there are still enemies alive! We must repay this hatred!”

…

Colin and Levi’s acquaintances also came to Levi’s cemetery.

To be precise, it is the clothing mound.

After all, Levi’s body is gone now, and only his old things are buried.

“Brother Garrison! Have you seen it? There will always be heroes in Morendam!”

“I believe this flourishing age is as you wish!”

“Don’t worry about your wife and children! We are there, and they are very
powerful in themselves!”

…

The common killer phoenix nirvana, once again came out of the mountain, to the
extreme shock of everyone.

Once again established the status of the Morendam martial arts world!

The most exciting is the disciples who are scattered all over the place.

They are proud of Lord!

Not only that, even their own status has risen.

Get the respect and benefits of countless people.

The title of Commoner Killing God is popular all over the world!



Everyone wants to worship the entry.

For a time, many people came to worship the disciples of Commoner Killing God
as disciples.

Calculated in this way, they can also have something to do with Common Killing
God.

Be respected by all means!

Apprentices and apprentices can do this.

Not to mention the commoner kills the gods.

If he appeared anywhere, it would definitely cause a huge sensation.

The Common Killer who knows the truth sighed again and again: “I have become
stronger, yes! But I am still far from this level?”

Levi smiled and said nothing.

This time it is also good to bring a commoner to kill the gods.

You can divert all your attention to him.

Otherwise, if you are alone.

Are you afraid that the whole world is frantically investigating your identity now?

Even Richard had already suspected that Levi was not dead.

This is difficult for his next plan.

It is likely to be exposed to Richard in advance.

But if the commoner kills the gods, it’s much easier.



Although all the limelight’s reputation was taken away by the common killer.

But his attention was completely diverted by him.

But what makes part of the doubts is that Tiance Mansion Tianji Pavilion has not
updated the Big Summer Ranking for a long time.

According to the outstanding achievements of Common Killer God, plus Levi has
passed away.

The common killer god should be ranked first.

However, Tianji Pavilion has not updated the Big Summer Ranking.

Someone explained: “The high probability is to commemorate Levi and also to
warn the enemy?”

“Yeah, Levi is really a genius. If you want me, I will still put him first!”

…

However, all major foreign powers and regions have listed Common Killer as an
extremely dangerous existence!

It is of the same level as Levi before!

Even Richard and the Lab of the Gods have to make a new assessment of the
combat power of Common Killer.

“It is necessary to be the most careful to thoroughly investigate how his strength
is raised to this level!”

Richard was very angry.

The Black Sun organization is a good cooperative ally.



If you say it is gone, it is gone?

All the people sent by him were also destroyed.

The loss is too great.

And the Common Killer was clearly avenging Levi.

He had to be on guard.

“If the commoner kills the gods to come, just try our new test product-the energy
body!”

Richard sneered.

He is now looking forward to the Common Killing God coming.

He has a large number of experimental products waiting for the results of combat
power.

It would be great if there are experts coming.

His second batch of experiments has just been completed.

A total of ten people collide with particles.

Eight people died, two succeeded.

And it is stronger than the first successful one.

…

“Go, take me to see the next experimenter!”

Richard came to a place like a prison.



It was actually being held inside…

Chapter 2000

These people are not others.

It is from the Logan Mann family.

Mike, Alfred, Nick, Cross Wentao, Mann Junfei and others.

At the beginning of the Great Xia national disaster, they fled to the war eagle
country.

However, after Morendam succeeded in sniping, the War Eagle Nation became
angry and deprived them of all their assets and drove them out of the War Eagle
Nation.

As a result, they could not go back to Morendam, nor could they go to War Eagle
Nation.

They have no identity at all.

Like the savage, survive in the area where there is nothing to do with it.

Lives worse than wild dogs every day.

Suffered all kinds of hardships!!!

If they hadn’t practiced a bit of martial arts, I’m afraid they would all die.

Later, Richard thought of these people when he was doing Wood Zhengjie’s
experiment.

I want to use them as experimental subjects to transform.

So I ordered someone to look for it, but I didn’t expect to find all of them.



After bringing Cross Wentao and others back.

Richard ordered his subordinates to use genetic drugs, super serums and
various biotechnologies to strengthen their physique, expand and stimulate their
brains…

In short, we must transform them all-round and let them advance by leaps and
bounds in all aspects.

In this way, the body is qualified to participate in the Wood Zhengjie particle
collision experiment!

Do not!

Continue to strengthen!

Richard wanted all of them to succeed, but didn’t want anyone to die.

He wants to take revenge on these people!

This is the coolest!

“Do you know who caused you to be like this?”

Richard asked.

“Levi!!!”

At the mention of this, Cross Wentao’s veins arose.

They heard that it was Levi who had placed the ban and prevented them from
returning to Morendam.

Even if the elderly in the family interceded, Levi was upright and never agreed.

So in the eyes of everyone, this was caused by Levi.



Levi ruined them!

“If I give you a chance for revenge, would you like it?”

Richard asked.

Everyone hesitated.

Especially Alfred, the music feels fraudulent.

“I know what you are worried about? Yes, let me say it! I also want Levi to die! I
just want to use you to kill him! I have an experiment here that can transform
you…”

After Richard finished speaking, everyone thought a little.

If they don’t agree, they will die.

Instead, I agreed.

It just so happens that Levi is still an enemy!

Things that kill two birds with one stone!

Their current news is blocked, and they don’t even know that Levi has fallen.

So Richard seemed to be telling the truth, but actually packed them all in.

“Okay, we promised! We must kill Levi!”

…

Richard was very satisfied with them.

At that time, through their hatred of Levi, they can maximize their combat power
and at the same time be easy to control.



“The situation now looks great!”

“But there are hidden dangers! First: Levi’s children are too talented. Once they
are trained, they will be the biggest threat to us;

Second, plum dye! She currently has the most powerful combat power, if it is
used by Tiance Mansion, it is a threat to us!

Third, Wen Lei, she was also remodeled in that experiment. The current situation
is unknown, but it is extremely powerful! “

Richard touched his chin and muttered to himself: “You have to find a way to get
rid of or bring the three of you!”

“If I send a few energy bodies over when the time comes, can I catch them
back?”

The others nodded.

“Absolutely, Mr. Richard took advantage of this opportunity to test their combat
effectiveness!”

Richard heard it and nodded again and again: “Well, well, I have to plan! These
three people must not be a threat to us!”

At this moment, someone ran in.

“Mr. Richard has someone looking for you!”

Richard looked puzzled: “Who?”

“I don’t know him, but he claims to be the founder of Black Sun!!!”
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“The founder of Black Sun? Talk nonsense!”

When Richard heard it, he looked surprised and immediately rejected it.

Hei Sun has been uprooted by the Common Killer God.

So the members are all dead!

Why does it still appear?

“wrong!”

“What does he call himself? The founder of Black Sun?”

Richard quickly realized something was wrong.

“Yes! The founder of Black Sun!”

“Okay, let him in right away!”

Soon after, a person wrapped in a black robe arrived.

If Levi were here, he would find that this person was the one who imitated him
and had fought against him in Tiandang Mountain.

“You are the founder of Black Sun?”

Richard asked suspiciously.



“It’s not me, it’s my Lord! He also asked me to come to you!”

The man answered.

“Who is your Lord? Why do you say that Black Sun was founded by you?”

Richard asked a sharp question directly.

“My Lord is Huoyun Evil God!”

“hiss!”

Hearing this name, everyone present gasped.

Including Richard.

That is the great devil, a generation of evil gods!

“This is the Lord’s token, it can prove his identity!”

The man handed Richard a box.

After Richard and his men opened the box, they studied for a long time.

Nodded one after another.

“It’s really him!”

Regarding the Huoyun Cthulhu’s information, Richard is in control.

Therefore, the identity of the Huoyun Evil God will be determined soon.

But at this time Richard frowned, his face was puzzled: “But I have a question…”

Richard’s question is actually the same as Levi’s.



Why did Huoyun Cthulhu do this?

Why was Black Sun created?

Why are you looking for him now?

This person smiled: “The Lord has thought about it a long time ago, and he
asked me to tell you a word…”

“what?”

This person stepped forward and spoke a word in Richard’s ear.

After listening, Richard smiled: “So that’s it! I understand! Lord Huoyun Cthulhu
wants to cooperate with me, right?”

“Yes!”

“Okay, no problem, I believe in his sincerity! Happy cooperation!”

…

The real Black Sun cooperated with the Lab of the Gods.

There will be new changes in the future.

“No wonder Lord Cthulhu didn’t appear before, because I didn’t have enough
qualifications! Now that I become the core of the Gods Laboratory, he only
appeared to cooperate with me! Hahaha…”

Richard laughed self-deprecatingly: “It turns out that I was in his eyes before, and
I was at the same level as those little fish and shrimps on the East Island! I can
only serve as cannon fodder!”

…



The other side.

Levi and Commoner Kill God respectively.

Now, Commoner Killing God successfully sucked all his attention away for him.

He can slowly get to Richard and the Lab of the Gods.

But it’s different from the black sun.

The Lab of the Gods is too powerful and mysterious.

So far no one has said that they have a precise understanding of the Lab of the
Gods.

Richard alone is so strong.

At that time, he was just the spokesperson outside of the Lab of the Gods.

They all have such a terrifying power and background.

One can imagine how strong the real Lab of the Gods is!

There is also the yearning of the King Kong Island gambling clan for the
laboratory of the gods.

In their eyes, the Lab of the Gods is the most powerful existence on this planet.

This is not blind worship.

This is based on the attraction of the strongest strength!

A Richard is so strenuous to deal with, it is conceivable that there are many
forces involved in the laboratory of the gods behind.

For example, powerful forces such as the Sky Shield Bureau.



Once you move into the Lab of the Gods, it will cause a chain reaction, and you
may be blocked without touching the door of the Lab of the Gods.

Another one, what exactly is in the Lab of the Gods?

How many strong are there?

How many advanced weapons are there?

These are unknowns!

The most important thing is that Levi doesn’t know how his combat power is in
front of the Gods Lab?

Chapter 2002

Anyway, it is absolutely not enough to crush or face the laboratory of the gods!

Even Richard and his own power are problems.

Not to mention the experiments of the gods

Therefore, for Richard and the Lab of the Gods, Levi must not swagger directly
like he did with the Black Sun.

Deal with them and learn that they know each other!

First get Richard, then clear the relevant forces, and then deal with the laboratory
of the gods.

“Then Mr. Garrison, I will go home first! Where are you going next?”

Common Killer asked.

“Gather some old friends and brothers first, and then consider the long-term plan
when you’re done!”



Levi smiled.

“Well, Mr. Garrison, if you need it, just ask!”

Commoner is back to Morendam.

This time, he came back with integrity.

Morendam received the news early that thousands of people were welcoming the
arrival of the Common Killer God.

In this era of lack of heroes, he shocked the era!

Commoner Killing God readily accepted all this.

Accept the worship and admiration of everyone.

Even the Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan are here.

Even the seven evil gods came and thanked them all.

Thanks to Common Killer for helping their Lord avenge!

Sarah, Wen Lei and Regina are all here.

During this period of time in Tiance Mansion, they received the guidance of the
strong.

The control of one’s own abilities has exceeded fifty or sixty percent.

It’s much more than before.

Regina was also accepted as an apprentice by a certain power in the Tiance
Mansion because of his excellent talent, and his current strength was also
terrifying to death.



Now they are sent outside by Tiance Mansion to experience.

After hearing the return of Commoner Killing God, they also came to join in the
fun.

But Jun Jun is still in Tiance Mansion.

She has not yet come out to experience the mountain.

It is estimated that it will take a few years.

…

Common Killer looked at the crowd with complicated expressions.

Especially when I saw Sarah and others.

He wanted to tell them that Levi was still alive.

“Senior Commoner! I have a question, probably the whole world!”

A reporter interviewed Commoner Killing God.

Commoner Killing God smiled: “Okay, you can ask!”

“That’s why you suddenly became so powerful? You were obviously defeated
and injured before, and you were also poisoned! Why did you not retreat but
increase your strength? You have reached this point? It’s incredible!”

…

This is indeed everyone’s question.

It was Richard’s question even more.

Everything is unscientific.



Commoner killed God with a smile: “In fact, all this is the credit of my Lord!”

“Lord?”

“hiss!”

Everyone gasped.

At the age of Common Killing God, does he still have a Lord living in the world?

Isn’t that the same as the old god?

Explained!

No wonder the Commoner Killing God has such terrifying strength after
experiencing serious injuries!

Moreover, the origin of Commoner Killing God is mysterious, and it was only
when he was pointed out that he became a legend.

As everyone knows, the Lord who kills the gods by Commoner is actually Levi!

Levi guided him and brought him to an unprecedented realm!

Despite the age difference.

But in the eyes of Commoner, Levi can afford the title of teacher!

The answer of Common Killing God did not lie at all, and there was awe in his
eyes.

The doubts in everyone’s hearts were answered.

But another question arises-who is the Lord of Commoner Killing God?



Seeing everyone’s doubts, Commoner Killing God directly answered: “My Lord is
an expert outside the world, you can’t see it, don’t ask!”

Just such a sentence, the message sent out is also terrible.

Stone Stone Da Xia still has such a strong man sitting here!

Who can stop Morendam in the future?

This allowed Richard to dispel his doubts, but also surprised him.

It seemed that Morendam’s water was deeper than he had imagined.

This time the smoke bomb thrown by the Common Killer completely dispelled
many people’s doubts.

On the other side, Levi waited on the Morendam border.

He was waiting for some old acquaintances to show up.


